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Overview
FLE cycles build precise thought, action and 
reflection in a cumulative way.  

FLE cycles, are intentionally simple so they can be 
memorized, internalized and practiced on a daily 
basis.  

The foundation cycle supports the other cycles by 
reinforcing the healthy patterns of thought that 
will be essential to progress.
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Path Four Learner
● Path Four Learners are CEO, C suite 

executives, Executive Vice President or P/L 
accountable executives.

● Take 35 x 50 minute modules of instruction 
and Leadership Quotient, Emotional 
Intelligence and Grit evaluations

● Take 35 timed quizzes
● Upload 10 .mp4 videos of pair instruction 

from each cycle  
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Path Four

Week 1

AWARENESS CYCLE
FLE-C, Executives start their Friction Less Enterprise 
(FLE) Leadership Quotient Emotional Intelligence and 
Grit [LEEG] evaluation here.

Week 3

PURPOSE CYCLE
FLE step 2 begins with the Purpose Cycle. 
Leadership Quotient exercises alongside 
FLE-C learners' day job keep activity 
grounded in reality.

Week 7

ORIENTATION CYCLE
Masterfully examine the position of your 
whole team, organization, industry and 
market while you consider your own 
Emotional Intelligence and Grit.

Week 9

GOAL CYCLE
Aim your team and aim your organization 
to your desired direction by exemplifying 
the Leadership, Emotional Intelligence, 
Grit, ethic, work product, behavior, speech 
and actions of your goals.

Week 11

Cadence cycle
Synchronize your sequential roadmaps with your 
known activity and then use FLE techniques to uncover 
opportune market circumstances that allow bold 
ideas to flourish in the marketplace.  Retake LEEG 
evaluation and update learning and planning in 
Awareness Cycle.
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Friction Less Enterprise Paths



Path One    Path Two    Path Three     Path Four

*2 Weeks 
Duration

FLE - T, Transformer

All FLE learners  start with PATH ONE.  For 
delivery level employees and individual 
contributors this path is sufficient.

*2 Weeks 
Duration 

FLE - P, People Leader

Supervisors, Team Managers and 
Technical Leads take PATH TWO to gain 
the mentality and tools they need to 
enhance their leadership skills.

*3 Weeks 
Duration

FLE-E, Engineer

Chief Information Officer, Vice President of 
Engineering, and Director of Technology and 
their technical peers will find PATH THREE 
intensely enabling to lead innovation for their 
enterprises.

*3 Weeks 
Duration

FLE-C, Executive Coach

CEO, President, Executive Vice President 
and their peers take PATH FOUR to expand 
their leadership potential to sustained 
world-class impact.  
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Friction Less Enterprise Paths

* = Minimum



Thank you.
https://www.agileimmersive.com/subscriptions.

Contact admin@agileimmersive.com.
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